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Premium Tilt
Split Trapezoidal

Flexible Teaching Space
These flexible teaching spaces
pair the versatility of the Split
Trapezoidal Premium Tilt Table with
the comfort of the ergonomically
focused Cinto stacking chair.
This enables the space to be
reconfigured to suit the needs of
the lesson, whether it be individual,
small or large group work, while still
maintaining clear visibility to the
lecturer/teacher who is presenting.
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Premium Tilt

Flexible Study Space
Continuing the use of the ergonomic
Cinto stacking chair alongside our
Premium Tilt table, we are able to
create a flexible space that can be
quickly reconfigured from a group
work environment to a clear open
space. The nature of the nesting flip
top table and a highly stackable
seating solution, ensure that the
least amount of space is lost when
the furniture is stored.
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Premium
Tilt Plectrum

Plectrum Tables
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Plectrum tables are ideally suited
to learning environments that
simultaneously require group
collaboration and screen focus.
Their unique shape allows for two
students to occupy each edge of
the table during group tasks, while
leaving a space open at each corner
for a lecturer/teacher to join the
discussion. The layout of the students
can be quickly reconfigured to work
collaboratively, with a screen or tutor
at one end. This ensures that each
students view is not obstructed by the
other students at the table.
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Connectivity, collaboration and
visibility are all key features of a
modern teaching environment.
These requirements are clearly
fulfilled through the use of
multimedia wedge tables. They are
suitable for use with a wide range
of freestanding media units and
create a group work environment,
while still maintaining clear visibility
of the screen regardless of which
table position you’re seated at.

Media Tables
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Multimedia Wedge Tables
Connectivity, collaboration and
visibility are all key features of a
modern teaching environment.
These requirements are clearly
fulfilled through the use of
multimedia wedge tables. They are
suitable for use with a wide range
of freestanding media units and
create a group work environment,
while still maintaining clear visibility
of the screen regardless of which
table position you’re seated at.

Caper

Echo
Multimedia Rectangular Tables
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Connectivity, collaboration and
visibility are all key features of a
modern teaching environment. These
requirements are clearly fulfilled
through the use of multimedia
rectangular tables. They are
suitable for use with a wide range of
freestanding media units and create
a group work environment, while
still maintaining clear visibility of the
screen regardless of which table
position you’re seated at.
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The Yuno table is the true definition
of a smart flexible table.
Alongside
06
the highly stackable Noor sled
chair, they create a totally
reconfigurable space, to suit the
requirements of the room. The Yuno
table can be used individually
as group work tables, seamlessly
linked together to create longer
runs, or vertically stacked to be
stored away in less space than a
conventional flip top table.
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A modernised take on the traditional
classroom setup. The tried and trusted
use of high-density stacking student
chairs and spiral stacking tables
provide a large amount of flexible
room layouts, at a sensible cost. The
inclusion of mobile whiteboards/
screens offer a dual purpose within
the classroom. They not only provide
a surface for idea capture and
brainstorming, but also provide an
amount of visual screening to minimise
disruption between groups.

Coast Mesh

Orb Table
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Group IT Rooms
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The Orb desking system is the
ideal product for when computer
interaction and group work are both
essential requirements. Orbs unique
central cable management system
and integrated power, along with
its circular design allow users to use
their own devices while providing
01
a setup ideal for collaboration. The
use of highly mobile Coast mesh
task chairs allows for the size of
these collaborative groups to be
easily rearranged.
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IT Bench Desking
The traditional configuration of
IT desking. Maximising the space
available, and providing a
comprehensive cable management
solution that is suitable for every
configuration of IT learning
equipment. The use of sliding
scalloped desktops allow for quick
and easy above desk access when
required, while keeping any cables
hidden. Symphony’s new lower leg
profile provides an improved light
and contemporary image.

Symphony
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Herringbone Computer Labs
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An innovative configuration of
computer lab that maximises
space while maintaining the
students view to the front of the
room. The use of BOF’s highly
configurable Symphony benching
allows this configuration to be a
possibility, creating a large amount
of individual positions for the space
provided, while still allowing for full
cable management of the on-desk
power and data modules.

Ad-Lib Scholar

Multipurpose Teaching Space

Ad-Lib Scholar
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The Ad-Lib scholar chair is the ideal
seating solution for spaces with a
purpose that changes lesson to
lesson. This truly multi-purpose chair
has been designed for educational
and training environments, and
features a rotational foldaway
tablet larger than the usual laptop
size, under seat storage and
integrated cup holder. This reduces
any barriers reconfiguring a space
mid-way through a lesson.
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Training rooms are often spaces
with a multitude of uses, requiring a
seating solution that can adapt to
the requirements of each specific
session. The Starr chair with folding
table arm ideal for these training
environments. The Starr can be
quickly rearranged to work around
bifolding walls or differing group
sizes, and can be stacked to a high
density without compromising on
the essential feature of a folding
tablet arm.

Torsion On
The Go

Mobile Tablet Arm Chairs

University of
Southampton

Rotundra

Flexible nesting chairs move,
reconfigure and store quickly and
easily for impromptu or spur-ofthe-moment meetings. A thick
seat cushion combined with the
patented flex back mechanism
results in outstanding comfort,
even for extended periods of time.
Comfortable enough to use as a task
chair, yet affordable enough to use
as a side chair, Flexible and mobile
nesting chairs are perfect where
spontaneous seating is needed.

Mobile Tablet Arm Chairs
Current teaching spaces require
a seating solution that provides
both flexibility, and well thought
out features that directly improve
the students learning experience.
Features such as bag storage,
device holder and drinks container
all ensure that flexible seating can
be adapted to the lesson at hand
while still retaining the ability to be
reconfigured with ease.
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